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Route type: Hiking
length: 12.5 km.
Travel duration:  8 hours
Road type: Ground road
Difficulty: Medium
Distance from Batumi:  55 km
Altitude: Start -  806 meters, Maximum- 1305m, Finish - 806 m
Cellular network coverage:  Full

The route covers a waterfall near the village of Gobroneti, Col-
chian vegetated forest and area near the Latevra mountain.  A 
route starts in the centre of village Gobroneti goes to the north 
and goes along the village ground road. The road is and after 300 
metres it endes and we continue on the hiking road to the Go-
broneti waterfall. While hiking on the trail one can meet Kolchis 
type plants, widespread in the canyon of the river Ajaristskali. 
The slopes are covered with beech,chestnut, beech, hornbeam, 
oak, yew tree, we can also meet with the conifers; One can meet 
footsteps of the wild animals on the route, as in the forest there 
lives bear, wolf, jackel, fox, wild hog etc . Here you can meet 
with many various kinds of bird species. The touristic route goes 
along the flat  roads, in  some places meets slight ascents and 
after travelling 6 kms we reach the beautiful waterfall, which is 
named the Gobroneti waterfall, height of which is 17 m. From 
the waterfall we are returning with the same road back and after 
200 metres we will start our road to the Latevra mountain. The 
road is difficult and passing 1 km one have to go  through steep 
hills, after passing this road you reach Latevra mountain (1228 
m ), where you can meet local  agricultural traditions and taste 
ecologically clean milk products.  Here is the water and place for 
picnic. From the Latevra mountain we are heading village Go-
broneti, on the road one can enjoy wonderful panoramic views 
of the Tsoniarisi gorge, the road is groundy and you can travel 
with the 4X4 vehicle after 5 km circle trail is ending in the village 
Gobroneti.
The water can be found in a few miles away from the starting 
point, so it is advisable to fill some stock for water supply. It is 
also worth mentioning that in the village Gobroneti there are 
family guesthouses, which may be an overnight stay and one can 
taste local meals made with ecologically clean products.
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